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The perfect milk for making cappuccino of step 1 l The first step in making cappucino is to make an espresso. When preparing a cappuccino, use a cappuccino cup which has a capacity of at least 5 ounces. Make sure the control ring is in position 0 before turning it on. l Step 2', in addition to preparing an espresso, you can also use your
2000 espresso coffee machine plus milk bubbles for cappuccino.com has taken its name from the chocolate color of the robe worn by The Capuchin, who prefers this delicious desert coffee. While the traditionally made cappuccino of espresso and fizzy milk can be adapted to its own flavor with cinnamon, sugar, flakes, chocolate or even
liqueurs, as long as your Novo 2000 Plus espresso is open and the reservoir of water is properly filled, you can use the steaming properties. Use a stainless steel frothing jug and fill 113 to l/2 filled with cold and cold fresh milk aside. This amount of milk produces enough bubbles for two cups of cappuccino. We recommend using skimmed
milk or 2% milk if you want a hard and dense bubble [. . . ] place at one that gets under the brewing head and another under the steam nozzle. Power on and set the control dial to the U CP position, allowing about a third of the descaling solution to work immediately. Leave the control button at cp I location and shut down [. . .] rejected the
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